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Introduction

1. Aims
The Investigation on the use of technology to support the development of visitor’s cross-sectional
skills and wellbeing aims at providing an overview of the use of digital technologies in museum
activities whose explicit objective is the promotion of visitors’ and participants’ wellbeing,
understood as related to the:

1. health sphere, i.e. in terms of psycho-physical wellbeing;
2. pedagogical field, i.e. in terms of competencies for active citizenship;
3. psychological field, i.e. in terms of emotional engagement.

2. Structure and implementation
The investigation consists of three sections.
The first part proposes three definitions of wellbeing:  wellbeing in terms of psycho-physical
wellbeing, competencies for active citizenship, and emotional engagement. The definitions were
the results of a literature review of the most authoritative research in the field.
The second part consists of the review analysis of case studies on using technology in museums to
promote wellbeing. The investigation was carried out using multiple databases: Google Scholar,
Research Gate, Academia, JStor, Eric, and Scopus. Starting from a list of technologies frequently
deployed in museums for different scopes, the keywords used were “name of technology
wellbeing/didactic/education in museums”. The most relevant case studies that presented
empirical data were selected. For each technology was written a paragraph that summarised the
purpose, the diffusion, and the objectives of the said technology; presented the most significant
case studies (stating where they took place, in which type of museum, the objectives of the
research, the methodology, the target, and relevant findings); and indicated the type of wellbeing
the said technology promoted, and which indicators of wellbeing were measured.
The third part discusses the possible technological applications of cultural heritage for promoting
wellbeing and health. It divides the analysed technologies into three groups, based on their
potential use in promoting the three types of wellbeing.
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Definition of wellbeing
Wellbeing can be defined as multidimensional as its research aims at personal growth and the
development of individual and collective strengths. This view is supported by the World Health
Organisation (WHO), which defines wellbeing as an element of health, which is a “state of complete
physical, mental and social wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity” (WHO
1946). Given its complex nature, wellbeing can be defined and understood in multiple ways. The
most authoritative literature in the field articulates the concept of wellbeing in three main areas:

1. health sphere, i.e. in terms of psycho-physical wellbeing;
2. pedagogical field, i.e. in terms of competencies for active citizenship;
3. psychological field, i.e. in terms of emotional engagement.

1.1 Psycho-physical wellbeing
Positive Psychology, which is based on the theories of Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi (2000), refers
to wellbeing as flourishing or optimal human functioning at an individual and community level.
Regarding psycho-physical wellbeing, NEF (2009) suggests that wellbeing is “most usefully thought
of as the dynamic process that gives people a sense of how their lives are going, through the
interaction between their circumstances, activities and psychological resources or mental capital”.
The Foresight Mental Capital and wellbeing Project (2008) describes mental wellbeing as a
“dynamic state, in which the individual is able to develop their potential, work productively and
creatively, build strong and positive relationships with others, and contribute to their community”. 
These definitions seem to focus more on the psychological side of wellbeing. However, this can be
explained by considering the relationship of wellbeing to the term “health” (Ander et al. 2011).
According to these authors, health is “more tangible, more bodily, more measurable”, while
wellbeing is “positive, free-choice, and self-described contentedness”. The evidence reviewed
within the Foresight project showed wellbeing to be inextricably linked to health, as “a high level of
wellbeing is associated with positive functioning, which includes creative thinking, productivity,
good interpersonal relationships and resilience in the face of adversity, as well as good physical
health and life expectancy”. Thus, by increasing one’s psychological wellbeing, physical health will
also benefit from it.
Psycho-physical wellbeing is conceived both on a singular and a collective level. As What Works
Centre for Wellbeing states, “it’s ‘how we’re doing’ as individuals, communities and as a nation”.
Therefore, individual and societal wellbeing are highly connected: a well-functioning society will
increase the wellbeing of the single and the satisfied individual will contribute to creating a better
community. Hence, accessibility and inclusion are fundamental factors of wellbeing. The lack of
barriers and the provision of additional tools to ensure cultural and physical accessibility are
central to guaranteeing overall wellbeing to everyone, especially those who suffer from diseases or
impairments.
This concept is closely connected to the social model of disability, which opens new perspectives
on disability by actively identifying systemic barriers, derogatory attitudes, and social exclusion.
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1.2 Indicators of psycho-physical wellbeing
The indicators of psycho-physical wellbeing are:

● Accessibility (Friedli, 2012);

● Feeling of belonging (Pietarinen et al., 2014);

● Inclusion (Friedli, 2012);

● Level of anxiety (Ander et al., 2013);

● Satisfaction (DCMS, 2015);

● Self-awareness (National Lottery Fund, 2016);

● Self-confidence (Chatterjee et al. 2009);

● Self-esteem (Ander et al., 2013);

● Sense of community (NEF, 2009);

● Sense of identity (Ander et al., 2013).

2.1 Wellbeing in terms of competencies for active citizenship
In the pedagogical field, wellbeing can be seen as competency in a democratic society. As
underlined by the Council of Europe, soliciting transversal competencies within a democratic
cultural context improves pupils' and people's wellbeing, which includes being active, responsible,
connected, resilient, appreciated, respected, and aware (DES & NCCA, 2017). Moreover, the CoE
considers wellbeing as the ability to participate in an active community and culture. The 4C skills
(Communication, Collaboration, Critical thinking, Creativity) are the basic competencies for
learning. They are fundamental in any educational context and lifelong learning, and are a
prerequisite for more complex competencies, supporting the development of individuals as active
and aware citizens (Poce, 2018). Similarly, Trilling and Fadel (2009) state that the 4C skills allow the
development of more complex competencies and therefore self-realisation, social inclusion , and
future employment. Furthermore, “learning in cultural organisations is associated with creativity
and innovative thinking and there can also be seen the development of attitudes and values”
(RCMG 2003). Communication is defined as the ability to provide and share information
(McCroskey, 1988). Collaboration is intended as the process of working together towards a goal
either at an individual or group level (Griffin et al., 2015; Kuhn, 2015). Creativity can be described as
a process that leads to a solution or product that is useful and innovative (Stein, 1953) and closely
linked to problem-solving skills. Critical thinking is the most difficult skill to define. However, the
definition provided by Scriven and Paul (1987) can be deemed valid. According to them, it can be
considered as the intellectually disciplined process of actively and skillfully conceptualising,
applying, analysing, synthesising, and/or evaluating information gathered from, or generated by,
observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, or communication, as a guide to belief and action.

2.2 Indicators of wellbeing in terms of competencies for active
citizenship
Based on that, when evaluating wellbeing in the Education field, it is possible to identify the
following indicators:
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● Activity (DES & NCCA, 2017);

● Awareness (DES & NCCA, 2017);

● Collaboration (Poce, 2018);

● Communication (Poce, 2018);

● Connection (DES & NCCA, 2017);

● Creativity (Poce, 2018);

● Critical Thinking (Poce, 2018);

● Digital competencies (Poce, 2018);

● Resilience (DES & NCCA, 2017);

● Respect (DES & NCCA, 2017);

● Responsibility (DES & NCCA, 2017).

3.1 Wellbeing in terms of emotional engagement
The study of wellbeing as experiencing positive emotions and pleasure in the psychological field
has a long tradition, starting from two fundamental philosophical conceptions considered by 20th
and 21st-century researchers: hedonism and eudaimonia (Sánchez-Elvira, 2004; Ryan & Deci, 2001).
Hedonism conceives wellbeing as a positive subjective experience linked to positive emotional
states and life satisfaction achieved through the pursuit of pleasure, gratification, and comfort.
Thus, the levels of positive and negative affect and the degree of overall life satisfaction define
individual subjective wellbeing (Diener & Scollon, 2014). The role of positive emotions is, on the other
hand, the basis of Fredrickson's broaden-and-build theory indicating that positive emotions
broaden one's awareness and encourage novel, exploratory thoughts, and actions in a growing
spiral (Fredrickson, 2001).
From the eudaimonic point of view, derived from Aristotle's conception, wellbeing and happiness
refers to what makes life worth living through the realisation of one's own potential. In this sense,
eudaimonic wellbeing results from engaging in effortful and sometimes difficult but worthwhile
challenges for the individual. The current eudaimonic conception evolved from previous theories of
the 20th-century humanistic psychologists.
The combination of these two different wellbeing approaches has given rise to different theoretical
models, highlighting the PERMA model proposed by Martin Seligman in 2011, composed of five
fundamental elements for wellbeing and happiness: Positive Emotions (P), Engagement (E)?,
Positive Personal Relationships (R), Meaning and Purpose in Life (M) and Achievement (A). This
model is associated with the concept of Flourishing (Seligman, 2011), a state of positive mental
health that promotes personal and community growth, despite the challenges and difficulties that
may arise.
At present, systematic reviews are supporting the positive association between arts and
humanities engagement with flourishing (Cotter & Pawelskim 2021).
Wellbeing in informal learning contexts such as museums can be perceived as emotional
engagement. The latter, in any education context, encompasses the affective factors of
engagement, including enjoyment, support, belonging and attitudes towards teachers/educators,
peers, and learning in general (Pietarinen et al., 2014). The UCL Museum wellbeing Measures Toolkit
(2013) measures psychological wellbeing by focusing on levels of self-reported changes in mood
and emotion as these aspects of wellbeing are the ones that are more likely to change as a result
of a short intervention, such as participating in a museum or gallery activity.
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wellbeing as emotional engagement during sessions with cultural heritage can consist of: “positive
emotions and cheering up; giving new perspectives and thoughts about their lives; producing new
learning, interest and desire to learn; initiating personal memories and recollections giving a
renewed sense of identity; ‘passing time much quicker’; creating a positive mood; bringing out a
sense of vitality and energy to override depressive or lethargic feelings; relieving anxiety” (Ander et
al., 2013).

3.2 Indicators of wellbeing in terms of emotional wellbeing
Based on that, when evaluating emotional engagement in museum contexts, it is possible to
identify the following indicators:

● Achievement (Seligman, 2011);

● Desire to learn (Ander et al., 2013);

● Feeling of belonging (Pietarinen et al., 2014);

● Inspiration (Thomson, Chatterjee, 2013);

● Interest (Ander et al., 2013);

● Levels of anxiety (Ander et al., 2013);

● Meaning and Purpose in Life (Seligman, 2011);

● Motivation (Thomson, Chatterjee, 2013);

● Participation (Pietarinen et al., 2014);

● Positive emotions (Seligman, 2011);

● Positive Personal Relationship (Seligman, 2011);

● Sense of vitality (Ander et al., 2013).
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Literature Review Analysis
The literature under review is organised into six clusters and concerns different technologies that
might be applied to cultural heritage to promote wellbeing and health. The state-of-the-art shows
that the technologies addressed below can be adopted to achieve objectives that could fall into
the categories of wellbeing and health as defined above, even though not directly.

● Technologies for personalising tours;
● Digital tools to enhance contextual or multimedia information of pieces of art;
● Digital tools to contextualise simulations of real pieces of art;
● Digital methodologies to enhance learning processes;
● Sensory-based technologies;
● Technologies for studying visitors’ emotions and preferences.
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1. Technologies for personalising tours and recognising the most
popular museum objects

1.1 Audioguides
Audio descriptive guides are used to enhance access and memorability for sighted visitors as well
as expand crucial access provisions for blind and partially sighted people.
At the Museum of London’s Henry Grant archive, research on three groups of visitors (127
participants in total) was conducted. They viewed nine photographs from the museum collections
with either no audio, a standard audio guide or an audio descriptive guide. Findings show that
enjoyment and emotional responses were similar for all groups. However, one month later, audio
participants recalled more photos and were more likely to have re-engaged with the collection.
The benefits of using audio guides instead of human tour guides to foster children’s engagement
and learning outcomes were explored through an experiment in a natural science museum in
Portugal. It was conducted with 25 children from a school to understand if audio guides affected
children’s engagement and learning outcomes. Findings from a pre-test and post-test analysis for
learning, applied scales and qualitative observation show that children using the audio guide were
keen to repeat the tour, and highlight differences in the learning outcomes. Another research group
developed an automatic museum audio guide consisting of a headset equipped with a camera
that captures exhibit pictures and the eyes of things computer vision device (EoT). Two different
use case scenarios were implemented. The main testing was performed with a piloting phase at
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the Albertina Museum in Vienna. Results show that the developed system ensures simplicity of use,
as users preferred it over traditional audioguides.
Audioguides can promote psychological wellbeing in terms of satisfaction, inclusivity and
accessibility, develop competencies for active citizenship and foster emotional engagement -
especially in terms of interest, desire to learn and sense of vitality.
Audioguides have been widespread in many museums for decades and are currently undergoing
a format revision thanks to the rise of new technologies. Nowadays, writing a script and getting
approval across different departments within the museum organisation is perhaps the most
time-consuming part of the process. However, the other phases can be completed with no costs or
within an affordable budget, as shown at the following link:
https://medium.com/@hennawang/every-museum-can-do-this-3106c1ccba31.

References
Cesario, V., Coelho, A., Nisi, V. (2017). Audio Guides and Human Tour Guides: Measuring Children’s Engagement &
Learning at a Museum Setting. CHITALY 2017At: Cagliary, Italy, (1910).
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/320558390_Audio_Guides_and_Human_Tour_Guides_Measuring_C
hildren%27s_Engagement_Learning_at_a_Museum_Setting
Hutchinson,R., Eardley, A.F. (2021). Inclusive museum audioguides: ‘guided looking’ through audio description
enhances memorability of artworks for sighted audiences. Museum Management and Curatorship.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/349754601_Inclusive_museum_audio_guides_'guided_looking'_thro
ugh_audio_description_enhances_memorability_of_artworks_for_sighted_audiences
Vallez, N., Krauss, S., Espinosa-Aranda, J. L., Pagani, A., Seirafi, K., & Deniz, O. (2020). Automatic Museum Audio
Guide. Sensors, 20(3), 779. https://doi.org/10.3390/s20030779

1.2 Videoguides
Videoguides are multimedia guides that enable the playback of visual content such as images and
videos, along with and synchronised with audio content. Especially in more recent times, the
development of video guides has also led to the implementation and integration of virtual and
augmented reality experiences, for which different types of technological tools are used, such as
smartphones, tablets or smart glasses. In general, besides improving accessibility and inclusion,
they provide an enhanced and improved learning experience for the visitors, increasing efficacy
and satisfaction dimensions - and so, in terms of wellbeing, motivation and participation, as shown
in the following case studies.
As a first case study, an example of one of the implementations of videoguides before the various
AR and VR technologies took hold is presented: the case of the Torre Aquila, part of the
Buonconsiglio Castle in Trento, Italy. At the entrance, the visitor finds a stationary computer with a
large screen and is also given a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) with infrared capability. As the
visitor’s position at the entrance is detected, lifelike characters on the screen start a dialogue with
the visitor. When a character is selected it fades away from the stationary device and appears as
an animated agent on the visitor’s PDA, accompanying the visitor throughout the visit. Once a
specific character is chosen, visitors begin to see a series of short, interconnected multimedia
presentations depending on the exhibit that the visitor is standing in front of. 143 actual public
visitors of the Torre Aquila were invited to test the adaptive multimedia guide and they were
handed a questionnaire to assess their experience in using the multimedia guide along diverse
dimensions: control; Involvement; ease; intention to use. The participants generally had good
involvement, found it quite easy to use and expressed their intention to use it again in the future. A
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positive attitude toward technology was found to be related to a greater agreement on each
dimension meaning that probably this attitude enabled the visitors to be more open to the
experience this new technology has to offer during the visit at the museum. In terms of wellbeing,
videoguides can foster satisfaction, interest and motivation in the visitors, whilst also providing and
improving accessibility and inclusion.
A study based on empirical observation and analysis of the learning behaviours (recorded on
video) of 65 elementary-school students during a visit at the Shihsanhang Museum (Taipei) states
that, compared to mobile guide with problem-solving strategy and paper-based learning-sheet
guide, more traditional audio-visual mobile guides foster limited degree in learners interactions,
but may encourage them to discuss the physical exhibits’ description boards with their peers.
Taking into account wellbeing in terms of competencies for active citizenship, this implies that
videoguides can improve collaboration and communication.
Videoguides allow museums and exhibitions to present visitors with extra content and additional
information about the object or place of interest, thus providing an enhancement of the learning
experience for the visitors. However, they require that the visitors rent, carry or return a specific
mobile device, or otherwise install an app on their devices - but acceptance to download apps on
personal devices may be limited.

References
Stock O. et al (2007) Adaptive, intelligent presentation of information for the museum visitor in PEACH. User
Modeling and User-Adapted Interaction, 17(3), 257-304.
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11257-007-9029-6
Zancanaro, M., Stock, O., & Alfaro, I. (2003). A multimedia museum guide with dynamic documentaries. Contesti
culturali e fruizione dei beni culturali. https://www.afs.enea.it/bordoni/napoli/art16.pdf
Sung, Y. T. et al. (2010). Mobile guide system using problem‐solving strategy for museum learning: a sequential
learning behavioural pattern analysis. Journal of computer assisted learning, 26(2), 106-115.
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1365-2729.2010.00345.x

1.3 Virtual Tours
Virtual tours connect with cultural heritage when museums, sites and places of culture are not
accessible for the most different reasons. They are a valuable resource for teaching and learning
as they stimulate users’ emotional engagement. A virtual tour is a form of semi-immersive VR
technology that allows you to experience a certain location remotely. It consists of a sequence of
panoramic images that are ‘stitched’ together to create a ‘virtual’ experience of any location.
Pictures can be taken from your phone, high resolution cameras or 360° cameras. Users can see an
entire panoramic scene or zoom in to get a closer look at a particular area. This virtual experience
could be viewed through desktop computers, laptops, tablets and even mobile devices. Some
virtual tours also include sound effects such as music or a narration describing products or points
of interest. Many offer buttons that can be clicked on by users who want to take a still image of a
particular portion of the tour. Nowadays, two main ways to create free virtual tours are through
Google Street View and Matterport.
At the historical centre of the city of Rethymno in Crete, Greece, a 360° immersive video application
for Head Mounted Display (HMD) was developed and tested. Design challenges emerge by this new
kind of immersive media due to the 2D form of resources used for their construction, the lack of
depth, the limited interaction and the need to address the sense of presence. In addition, the use of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets often causes nausea, or motion sickness effects imposing further
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implications in moderate motion design tasks. This study introduced a methodological
categorisation of tasks and techniques for the design of 360° immersive video applications. The
evaluation results indicated that the methodology followed for the design of the 360° immersive
video Rethymno virtual tour led to high level of engagement perceived by the participants. The
users immersion level was satisfying with participants feeling comfortable throughout the
experience and learning about the history of the city in a fun and entertaining way. Based on the
analysis of the results, a set of design guidelines for the implementation of 360° immersive video
virtual tours were proposed.
Using the Tampines Chinese Temple in Singapore as a case study, another study presented a
detailed methodological framework to create virtual tours for the preservation of both the physical
built environment and intangible historical and sociocultural elements within the space of cultural
heritage sites. The valorisation of both tangible and intangible aspects of cultural heritage is
meaningful in terms of wellbeing as it facilitates a deeper understanding of our past and thus a
sense of belonging. Tangible data used in the creation of the virtual tour produced for the temple
comprise spherical images collected via a 360° camera and two-dimensional (2D) high-resolution
images obtained via a digital single-lens reflex camera. The tour also showcases intangible
aspects of the temples cultural heritage, derived from references made to multiple sources,
namely interviews with personnel involved in the management of heritage sites (e.g. the temple
secretary) as well as historical archives (e.g. National Archives of Singapore and publications
produced by the temple). The method proved to be advantageous as the relatively low pricing of
the chosen software, and the use of a 360° camera and digital single-lens reflex camera enhance
accessibility for heritage practitioners, facilitate future applications. Furthermore, the VT proved to
be a useful pedagogical tool for the transmission of the knowledge to the young generations of
ethnic Chinese Singaporeans. While offering an immersive temple experience for the younger
generation, the VT evoked their curiosity about the traditional Chinese culture and subsequently
attracted them to visit the temple on-site.

References
Argyriou, L., Economou, D. & Bouki, V. Design methodology for 360° immersive video applications: the case study of
a cultural heritage virtual tour. Pers Ubiquit Comput 24, 843–859 (2020).
https://doi.org/10.1007/s00779-020-01373-8
Mah, O.B.P. et al. (2019). Generating a virtual tour for the preservation of the (in)tangible cultural heritage of
Tampines Chinese Temple in Singapore, Journal of Cultural Heritage 39, 202–211.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1296207418307787

1.4 Bluetooth and radio beacons
Individual tracking of museum visitors based on portable radio beacons is considered an asset for
behavioural analyses and comfort/performance improvements. Conceptually, this approach
enables room-level localisation based on a network of small antennas. In doing so, it helps
museums that suffer from hyper congestion manage visitor flows as too many people in the same
space can be detrimental to the quality of the social and cultural experience.
At the Louvre, researchers analysed 24452 visitors’ sequential movements, the spatial layout, and
the relationship between them using anonymised data collected through noninvasive Bluetooth
sensors. Findings show that the visiting styles of short-stay and long-stay visitors are not as
significantly different as expected. Both types of visitors tend to visit a similar number of key
locations in the museum, while the longer-stay visitors tend to do so more time extensively.
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At the Galleria Borghese (Italy), an accurate method for visitor tracking was implemented by
considering a dataset made of 900 individual beacons Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI)
readings and in a scenario where the density of antennas is relatively low. They combined an
ensemble of simple localisers, trained based on ground truth, with an encoding of the museum
topology in terms of a total-coloured graph. This turned the localisation problem into a cascade
process, from large to small scales, in space and in time. 
Wireless antennas, by helping in profiling personas, can support psychological wellbeing in terms
of satisfaction, the development of competencies for active citizenship - especially regarding
digital competencies - and emotional engagement - especially regarding interest and desire to
learn.
These systems are sustainable for museums, being economically viable and well accepted by
visitors. A free application can be installed on the smartphone and serve as a beacon.
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1.5 Virtual Museums
In the case studies under review, by using a virtual platform that simulates the museum visit, virtual
museums improve learning and self-learning; increase the students’ participation; support their
academic development; foster learning motivation and emotional connection to the museum
collection.
For instance, a case study conducted in Malaysia developed a virtual museum and tested it with
404 people interested in Thai culture. The findings demonstrate that virtual museums improved
learning and self-learning of the participants. Another case study conducted in Turkey investigated
the use of virtual museums in a digital learning environment, which was praised because it is
accessible. The results of their study showed that virtual museums increased the knowledge of 7th
grade children in the subject of history and geography but also played an important role in the
occupational development, as they were asked to draw the reflections of the virtual visits on their
occupation development. A research from Ecuador developed a virtual museum based on the
national curriculum, which pursued different learning strategies with specific goals such as
personal and social development, discovery of natural and cultural environment and expression
and communication. The results from the focus groups showed that the virtual museum was
deemed to be a fun and innovative experience that helped teachers reach their goals.
Virtual museums seem to be suitable for regional museums that focus on the tradition and culture
of the local area.
Virtual Museums can improve psycho-physical wellbeing in terms of self-identity, accessibility and
inclusion; develop competencies for active citizenship such as creativity, communication; and
foster emotional engagement regarding desire to learn, participation and motivation.
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Due to the outbreak of the Covid, virtual museums are now widespread. They can be created with
free online platforms (such as Arstep) or museums can call on digital experts that will recreate and
customize their virtual museums. The costs of the latter option are higher.
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1.6 Physical visits systems (Ipad on wheels)
Physical visit systems such as Ipad on wheels, also known as telepresence robots, are  adopted in
museums and galleries to make heritage accessible remotely, explore unreachable cultural areas
but also to function as a flexible museum guide on site. For instance, a preliminary explanation of a
case study that will be conducted in Racconigi Castlein Italy discussed the use of a telepresence
robot designed as a tool to explore inaccessible areas of the heritage site. Another EU project called
“TOURBOT - Interactive Museum Tele-presence Through Robotic Avatars” focused on the benefits of
such a system, such as providing remote access, personalised visits and facilitating the viewing of
the collection for people with special needs. A case study conducted in Massachusetts investigated
the use of a telepresence robot in an art gallery created for this specific research. Four patients in
wheelchairs of a rehabilitation centre visited the gallery from the facility, firstly alone and in the
second visit they interacted with a person they previously met. The research studied the easiness of
the navigation and the quality of the interaction.
Physical visits systems enhance psycho-physical wellbeing facilitating inclusion and accessibility.
The negative sides of physical visits systems are that visitors might be afraid to use it as they do
not feel confident enough to command a robot remotely, the interface is often not successful in
terms of usability and costs are high, ranging from 4.499 (Double) € to 5.900 (Fernarbeiter) €.
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1.7 Indoor GPS tracking systems
Indoor GPS tracking systems are a network of devices that locate people or objects. To collect and
provide this information, different devices are used, such as smartphones, WIKI, bluetooth antennas
and bluetooth beacons. This technology is useful to track routes in specific environments. In the
museum context, this technology is used to track the visitors' paths and thus understand their
experience. Furthermore, Indoor GPS tracking is also used to assist visitors in finding their way
around the building, as researchers argue that paper maps are not always helpful as they do not
provide recognizable landmarks. A negative aspect of indoor GPS tracking systems is that indoor
positioning with GPS is not as precise as outdoor positioning. A case study conducted at the
Victoria and Albert Museum investigated the possibility to help visitors navigating four key
providers of wide-scale hybrid positioning services were analysed: Google, Navizon, Skyhook and
Wigle. The results showed that Wigle’s service was the most accurate and Google’s service the
least.
Regarding indoor GPS tracking systems, there is no relevant research that investigates its use in
terms of psycho-physical wellbeing, developing competencies for active citizenship and emotional
engagement.
Costs for GPS tracking systems vary depending on the accuracy. The buying costs for an entry level
system are around 100 €, while for middle-level they rise up to 600 €.
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1.8 A.I. - Robot guide interaction
A robot guide is a robot that navigates the museum space or other ambiances and provides
visitors with explanations. Some robots are designed with GUI, RFD tags and or speech and face
recognition technologies. In a case study conducted in a science museum in Japan a robot is used
to identify individuals, to estimate the exhibit at which visitors are looking at and approach them
proactively. Through behaviour observations and interviews, the researchers collected the
impression of 226 visitors. 24% of the visitors preferred the robot guide, affirming that it was more
enjoyable, interactive, more accurate, free from errors, fatigue and they did not feel obliged to listen
to it. Researchers analysed the behaviour and impression of second time visitors and they praised
the capability of the robot to handle repeated interactions. This research demonstrated that robot
systems are generally accepted by visitors. Another case study conducted in the Osaka Museum in
Japan investigated how to improve the interaction between a robot guide in a museum and the
visitors by designing more human-like body movements and associating visitors to RFID tags. Data
from questionnaires reported that the majority of visitors found the robot guide interesting, friendly
and effective; low levels of anxiety for interaction and anxiety for future robots were registered.
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The drawbacks emerged in the first case study were that visitors deemed robots to not be as
flexible as human guides, they do not recognize social cues and are more used to interacting with
individuals rather than with larger groups.
Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) robots can improve psycho-physical wellbeing in terms of levels of
anxiety; increase competencies for active citizenship such as connection; and foster emotional
engagement inspiring a feeling of belonging.
Robots in museums are still a novelty in the field of museum mediation and education also due to
their high cost. Their expense can vary from 8.000 € to 20.000-30.000 €, although it is intended to
use mass production to reduce the cost to 2.000 € in the future.
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1.9 Chatbots
Chatbots are used in museums to create more meaningful experiences by encompassing
individuals’ diverse motivations and needs.
As a case study conducted in Case Museo in Milano showed, chatbots are very effective with a
teenage public. The chatbot was tested with 80 teenage students, 66% of which found it a useful
learning tool, especially if it was used with another student or in a small group. In particular,
students preferred using the chatbot in small groups, thus collaboration within the team and
positive competition with others were created.
At the National Museum of Korea, three different types of chatbots were developed. They were
tested with 34 people and findings showed that the chatbot using an historical figure as
interlocutor was more effective in terms of engagement and emotional connection, while the
docent chat model and the Q&A model were preferred in terms of acquiring knowledge and
education.
From the research conducted by Boiano and colleagues, it emerged that chatbots can improve
competencies for active citizenship such as connection and collaboration. Participants of the trial,
teenage students, were encouraged to interact together with the chatbot and collaborate to solve
together the riddles proposed (Boiano & Gaia, 2017).
Chatbots are a very widespread tool. Their popularity makes this technology quite affordable, as
some chatbots models are free. To achieve more engaging and refined results, costs will increase:
the monthly fee you pay may range from 15 € to 1,000 € circa. Costs will get higher when relying on
a chatbot in-house.
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2. Digital tools to enhance contextual or multimedia information of
pieces of art

2.1 QR Code
Quick Response (QR) code technologies are used to connect collections with data that can deepen
their meaning; improve emotional engagement by enhancing the exploration experience with
museum specimens; foster the learning process by making information easily accessible and
linkable.
In Chile, to investigate visitors' engagement, the effects of QR codes versus traditional display
screens for providing information about the exhibits have been compared by involving 200
participants in a public garden. They also compared one-way QR codes with two-way QR codes as
different methods for delivering information by experimenting with 260 college students at a
university campus hall.
Another research, based on museum specimens at the Lee Kong Chain School of Medicine
(Singapore), shows QR codes effectively integrate medical students' learning and enhance their
exploration of the available resources and of the museum itself. According to the 32 respondents,
QR codes are useful for the revision of study materials and independent learning.
Furthermore, as shown by the Emotional Mapping of Museum Augmented Places (EMMAP) format,
QR codes can be used together with other technologies to create a ubiquitous learning
environment and involve participants emotionally. EMMAP was tested at the Archaeological
Museum ‘‘Giuseppe Moretti’’ with 115 13- to 16-year-old students,10 students of the Academy of Fine
Arts and a group of 20 adults.
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Despite these positive examples, it has been noted that visitors often do not engage with QR codes,
even though their adoption in museums is increasing. For this reason, research at Nottingham
Lakeside Arts gallery involved 28 participants, from young adults to senior citizens, to study the
application of visual markers that can be designed to be meaningful and created by visitors.
Findings show visitors appreciate the use of the aesthetic markers and engage with them at
physical placement, aesthetic content and digital content levels. These three different levels need
to be considered when designing such visiting systems to ensure they are mutually supporting in
shaping the experience.
NaviLens is an innovative technology formed by colourful multidimensional QR codes, that helps
make culture accessible to all audiences and change the way users relate to museums. The
museum can use NaviLens to signpost the tour, rooms, showcases and pieces and allow users to
get an enriched and accessible experience. Visually impaired people can find their way around
and help them guide through the museum. The NaviLens codes mark the spaces, inform the user of
where they are and what is in where they are and what is around them, and help them to reach
any signposted element with absolute precision. For other users, the app NaviLens Go provides
detailed and extended information about the elements and also offers a guidance aid employing
arrows in magnified reality superimposed on the mobile screen that will show you at any moment
where to go to reach your chosen destination.
QR codes can promote psychological wellbeing in terms of satisfaction, develop competencies for
active citizenship - especially concerning communication, creativity and digital competencies -
and foster emotional engagement - especially in terms of motivation, interest and participation.
QR codes are a cost-effective way of delivering digital information. They have numerous
advantages over barcodes, including their small size, superior security mechanisms, increased
complexity and quantity of information, and low implementation cost. Online, there are many
different tools to create free QR codes, such as the QR code generator retrievable at
https://www.the-qrcode-generator.com/it/ or https://goqr.me/ or https://www.flowcode.com/.
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2.2 NFC TAGS
The Near Field Communication (NFC) technology is a short-range, high-frequency wireless
communication technology that enables data exchange between devices. In our case the physical
assets and the unique data that are embedded in the NFC chip. This technology is used to help
visitors recognise objects in the form of multimedia information (text, images, audio, video, AR, etc.)
by scanning the NFC tags near the object. It triggers a greater educational context about the
objects concerned and offers a wide range of possibilities, whether museum professionals want to
add context and extra information to visitor experiences or seek a nifty way of reaching out to
communities who may never come to their establishment. Overall, NFC technology serves a twofold
goal: 1) to improve visitors' interaction and overall experience of the exhibit; 2) to give museum
management valuable information about visitor activity so that it is possible to profile personas.
In Munchen, researchers developed a prototype of a mobile museum guide based on the physical
interaction with a dynamic NFC display, consisting of a grid of NFC tags and a projected GUI. Its
usability and interaction with a dynamic NFC display were evaluated by asking 10 individuals to
browse a predefined tour to look up specific information and compose a new tour.
Within the ASPIRE Project, an open-source middleware for museology was presented, researchers
used external devices such as media renderers to create an augmented reality environment
around visitors to improve interaction and the overall experience of the exhibit while giving
museum management valuable information about visitor activity.
In Indonesia, scholars developed a mobile app to help visitors recognise objects in the form of
multimedia information. It uses Android Studio, which displays multimedia information by scanning
the NFC tags near the object. They also developed a web application for museum administrators,
through which they obtain statistical data for future museum development.
The NFC technology can help psychological wellbeing in terms of satisfaction, develop
competencies for active citizenship - especially regarding digital competencies - and foster
emotional engagement - especially regarding interest and desire to learn.
The NFC technology is mature and meeting the mass market in many application domains. It is
extremely powerful despite offering great value for money. It is only really limited by the creativity of
museum professionals in how it can be deployed to enhance the offering of modern public-facing
institutions.
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2.3 Informative or Multimedia Totem
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Multimedia totems are communication technology tools that increase knowledge during a
museum tour. Their content is designed according to the museum's message and can be
implemented through different technologies and for different objectives.
For instance, totems can assist in profiling visitors and propose the most suitable exhibition path for
their satisfaction. Experimentation with six adult participants at the Modern Art Museum “Palazzo
Buonaccorsi'' (Macerata) used an interactive touch screen totem, which implemented a USB
camera and exploited a Convolutional Neural Network to perform facial coding to measure visitors’
emotions and estimate their age and gender. Based on the detected level of emotional valence,
the system associated visitors with a profile and suggested a selection of works of art, following a
specific itinerary. Findings showed that the proposed system can create an interactive and
emotional link with the visitors, positively influencing their mood.
Totems can also engage different age groups with the expressive potential of AR in terms of
performance as it makes it possible to transform any surface into a dynamic display. It is the case
of the valorisation of the block NXLVI of the north frieze of the Parthenon, where the human sensory
perception was enhanced by information generally manipulated and electronically channelled
that would otherwise not be perceived by the five senses.
In comparison to traditional applications, totems can eliminate the need for indoor positioning
technologies, which are unfeasible in many scenarios as they can only be employed when
museum items are physically distinguishable, as demonstrated by the painted wooden ceiling of
the Sala Magna of Palazzo Chiaramonte in Palermo. It was developed as an accurate and effective
system that visitors could use to automatically get a description of the scenes they were interested
in by pointing their smartphones to a multimedia totem.
As “containers” for different content and technologies with various objectives, multimedia totems
can promote psychological wellbeing in terms of satisfaction, develop competencies for active
citizenship - especially concerning activity, critical thinking and digital competencies -  and foster
emotional engagement - especially in terms of desire to learn, motivation, interest and
participation.
Multimedia totems are now fairly common products in museums. Their price can vary
approximately from €1000 to €5000.
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2.4 Augmented Reality (AR)
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AR is adopted in museum contexts to enhance the discovery-based learning process and promote
emotional engagement. It is especially useful to overcome the inaccessibility and untouchability of
objects.
The Mobile Augmented Reality Touring System (M.A.R.T.S) demonstrated that AR can transform the
visitor learning experience and direct visitors’ attention by emphasising and superimposing. This
system was tested on 17 adult visitors of the Bayonne’s Museum of Art and History. The evaluation
considered both quantitative and qualitative data. Quantitative data correspond to the number of
correct answers to questions about the exhibits. Qualitative data were collected to estimate the
learning experience. Questions relating to the GLO model as a basis were used. To complete the
questionnaire, three questions were asked among those most used in AR literature. Another
research employed Kolb’s Experiential Learning Cycle as a theoretical base. A museum in the UK
was used as a single case study: experiments and three focus groups were conducted with 19
schoolchildren and data were analysed using thematic analysis. This study revealed three new
themes specific to schoolchildren’s experiential learning experiences with AR in museums including:
(1) integrating AR could further enhance knowledge acquisition, (2) schoolchildren were able to
identify their preferred learning style, and (3) schoolchildren are motivated to continue learning
with AR in museums.
AR can promote psychological wellbeing in terms of satisfaction, develop competencies for active
citizenship - especially in terms of activity, critical thinking and digital competencies - and foster
emotional engagement - especially in terms of desire to learn, motivation and sense of vitality.
Overall AR is increasingly widespread in museums and often combined with other mobile
technologies. For those who want to try AR development for the first time, the best options are free
open-source AR Software Development Kits. Paid SDKs in most cases offer several pricing plans,
depending on the user's needs. Building a complex app with large, dynamic content will likely
require a commercial licence. Unity is perhaps the best software as it is free, relatively easy to use
and the most popular for developing computer games.
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2.5 Blockchain (NFTs)
The use of blockchain in museums is varied. It can be adopted to protect data and ensure secure
monitoring and management of the museum; it can be used as a form of revenue by licensing
objects conserved at the museum via the creation of NFTs; it can foster the exchange of collections
between museums thus promoting cultural heritage and dissemination of knowledge and it can be
used to explore the concept of guardianship by allowing museum visitors to add a new layer of
interpretation on the objects.
Since the 1990s, museums have been deploying digital technologies to engage with visitors as a
means of providing new means of education, information, social awareness and crowd
engagement. At the same time, these technologies allow museums to gather statistics and useful
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data. Blockchain technology can assure data integrity, preventing unauthorised users from
retrieving information. Other researches focus on the way museums can exploit the authorization
mechanism based on the blockchain technology related to a museum’s digital rights to realise the
economic benefits. A case study conducted at National Museums Liverpool in the UK with 7
participants demonstrated that by letting visitors contribute to the construction of the knowledge
about that artefact, the object and the museum experience become more valuable, as value is
formed through social relations and discussion. A case study investigated the benefits of
information exchange on the blockchain between the Bejing Planetarium and the Bejing Museum
of Natural History. The analysis results show that the regulation scheme based on the exchange
blockchain system of the museum’s digital collections proves to be feasible, with security and
expansibility.
The argument against blockchain is that the created digital files are perceived as less valuable
than physical objects because it is difficult to form exclusivity around them, as the research from
Liverpool stated.
Blockchain fosters the development of competencies for active citizenship, especially the skills of
collaboration, communication and critical thinking.
The exploration of the use of blockchain technology in museums is at an early stage. To create a
blockchain application the costs vary from 5.000 to 200.000 €.
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3. Digital tools to contextualise simulations of real pieces of art

3.1 Virtual Reality (VR)
Most current research is about integrating VR into the traditional frame of a museum to enable a
deeper and more meaningful understanding of the displayed artworks. The Hönnunarsafn Íslands
Museum of Design and Applied Art designed and developed an interactive VR exhibit that could
showcase museum artefacts not physically on display. After the identification of best practices for
developing interactive exhibits and surveying the interests of museum visitors, researchers
developed a user-friendly VR exhibit prototype. After analysing visitors' feedback and the
post-interaction prototype results, recommendations were drafted for how the museum could
improve and maintain the prototype.
Another study analysed Viking VR, an exhibit through which viewers can experience the sights and
sounds of a 9th Century Viking encampment. Created as part of a major museum exhibition, the
experience was developed by an interdisciplinary team. This case study also approaches the
design of authentic, informative and compelling VR experiences for Cultural Heritage contexts and
issues surrounding interaction design for the long-term deployment of VR experiences in museums,
discussing the challenges of VR authoring workflows for interdisciplinary teams.
Other scholars drew from the four realms of the experience economy and assumed absorptive
experiences influence immersive experiences, overall museum VR tour experience, and intention to
visit a museum. The results supported all the hypotheses and showed the efficacy of the model
they developed.
Virtual Reality (VR) appears to promote psychological wellbeing in terms of satisfaction, develop
competencies for active citizenship - especially in terms of activity, communication, critical
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thinking and digital competencies - and foster emotional engagement - especially in terms of
desire to learn, motivation, sense of vitality, participation and interest.
Building a complex app with large, dynamic content requires a commercial licence, proficient skills
and time. To get started, the free plan of Frame VR and Unity are among the most valid resources.
Online it is possible to find out other free tools, each of them better suited to specific purposes, such
as, for instance, SketchUp for architects.
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3.2 Wall projectors
Wall projections in museums consist of displaying digital images or videos on surfaces of the
museum’s walls, pavements, exhibition panels or screens. Wall projectors in museums are not only
used to project digital products but also to show enlarged images and descriptions of the exhibited
materials, and to shed light on exhibits in a way that hidden details are highlighted.
In a case study at the National Museum of Japanese History, images of the kimono were projected
by the projector onto a whiteboard held in a hand. The goal was to enhance the understanding of
certain exhibits by providing visitors with a more integrated guidance system that would diminish
the distraction factors that may occur when reading informative panels and would increase their
engagement. The projections consisted of descriptions of the exhibited materials, simulation of
colour changes of the materials under different illuminants and indications of areas where the
materials have important reference information to understand them. The installation was
evaluated through a visitor survey which showed that 48% of the visitors deemed it to be effective
and strongly effective.
Another case study conducted by the University of Hamburg suggested using this technology to
create an augmented reality but not as immersive as VR so that objects and the museum
environment can still play a fundamental role in the learning experience. The findings of this
research showed that visitors felt a stronger connection with the real exhibit and enjoyed not being
isolated from their companions. In a case study conducted in the Immigration Museum Melbourne,
the observations of museum staff workers guarding a projection installation pointed out some
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issues that this technology might bring. For instance, it is better to not project sensitive content, for
example, religious images, as visitors might feel uncomfortable walking on them. Moreover, in the
case of interactive projections, it is fundamental to guarantee real-time feedback.
Wall projectors can develop competencies for active citizenship such as connection and create
emotional engagement regarding participation.
The expenses include not only the projectors, but also the support device and video players. Costs
can range from little more than 100 € to 2.600 €, varying based on the quality of the projectors, the
projection distance and the brightness of the site.
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3.3 3D holographic projections
3D holographic projections are one of the areas of greatest interest to make artworks accessible to
a mass audience. They are more commonly used in digital art museums, digital art exhibitions, and
other digital media art applications to engage visitors and those audiences who cannot be
present.
In Italy, it was developed a “Virtual holographic” display, i.e. stereoscopic virtual reality system, that
can replicate the behaviour of a real showcase for exhibitions. Evaluation of the system through an
experimental session with 20 users showed a good user perceptual experience compared to a
standard motion parallax technique and simulated image of an optical profiler. Despite their
increasing adoption in museums, existing applications are commonly built upon a single
technology, focusing on visualisation, motion or verbal interaction (e.g., high-resolution projections,
gesture interfaces, chatbots). This aspect limits their potential, since museums are highly
heterogeneous in terms of visitors' profiles and interests, requiring multi-channel, customizable
interaction modalities. On these premises, it has been developed and evaluated as an artificial
intelligence-powered, interactive holographic stand aimed at describing Leonardo Da Vinci’s art.
This system provides the users with accurate 3D representations of Leonardo’s machines, which
can be interactively manipulated through a touchless user interface. It can also dialogue with the
users in natural language about Leonardo’s art while keeping the context of conversation and
interactions. Experimentation was aimed to assess how 164 users of different ages and interests
perceive, understand and explore cultural objects through this technology.
3D holographic projections appear to foster emotional engagement, especially in terms of desire to
learn and interest.
There are many 3D holographic projectors available on the market for most different needs.
Depending on their characteristics, they can have prices ranging approximately from €40 to
€4000.
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3.4 3D Printings
3D printing has seen a recent diffusion in the field of Cultural Heritage. Being used for different
purposes, such as study, analysis, conservation or access to museum exhibitions, 3D-printed
replicas need to undergo a process of validation also in terms of metrical precision and accuracy.
The Laboratory of Photogrammetry of the Iuav University of Venice has started collaborations with
Italian museums for the digital acquisition and physical reproduction of objects of historical and
artistic interest. Researchers analysed the metric characteristics of the printed model in relation to
the original data and optimised the process that from the survey leads to the physical
representation of objects selected according to the needs of specific exhibitions and targets.
In terms of physical and cultural accessibility, 3D printing can help provide a more meaningful
experience. The ARTLAB+ program in Washington, D.C., and the Parachute Factory in New Mexico
are examples of maker spaces focusing on hands-on activities with cutting-edge technologies
including 3D printers for a variety of users. A special exhibit on 3D technology at the British Museum
and Samsung Digital Discovery Center enabled visitors to recreate museum pieces with
computer-aided design technology, 3D pens and 3D printing.
3D printings can promote psychological wellbeing through inclusion and accessibility, develop
competencies for active citizenship, especially in terms of activity, and foster emotional
engagement through interest, desire to learn, sense of vitality, participation and motivation.
Most Entry Level and Hobbyist 3D printers are priced from €300 to €500, while some can be as
expensive as €1500. The higher-end 3D printers, such as Enthusiast 3D printers and Professional 3D
printers are priced anywhere from €1,500 to €20,000, depending on the printer's capabilities. An
alternative could be ordering online using services like those offered by Xometry.
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3.5 Video Mapping
Video mapping is a form of augmented reality that integrates a digital dimension with the tangible
one. It usually consists of a projection of digital images and videos on a site, monument or building.
It aims to enhance certain features of the sites and interaction among visitors.
A case study conducted in the Graethem Chapel in Belgium consisted in evaluating the video
mapping installations through user experience surveys and observations. From the findings it
emerged that the setup investigated encouraged participants to take on different roles, thus
enhancing the levels of interaction and collaboration between them.
Video mapping can enhance competencies for active citizenship such as collaboration: in the case
study cited above, participants could control the projector and steer it towards the direction where
other visitors were looking, creating a  collaborative experience.
Video mapping costs are similar to video projections costs (100 €- 2.600 €). In addition, the costs
of the content projected must be calculated.
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4. Digital methodologies to enhance learning processes

4.1 Digital Storytelling
Digital Storytelling (DST)  can revolutionise the way we engage with cultural heritage. It has been
widely recognised as an important direction for attracting and satisfying the audiences (especially
“digital natives”) of museums and other cultural heritage sites as well as for supporting teaching
and learning at every level of education. This approach has been investigated in various research
projects because of its potential to promote wellbeing. It can stimulate emotional engagement,
make difficult content culturally accessible and rememberable, thus promoting a sense of cultural
belonging, and develop transversal and digital skills. Still, its adoption outside research remains
relatively limited due to the challenges inherent in its creation, which do not concern the
technology in itself.
A Greek research group developed the web-based Narrative Storyboard Editor (NSE) and the
Narrative Mobile Player (NMP) app, which assist the creative process and promote research on
different aspects of the application of mobile digital storytelling in cultural heritage settings. The
NSE was presented to its potential authors in a variety of Workshops and Events and it was used by
different cultural heritage institutions to author digital storytelling experiences for their sites. In all
cases, researchers recorded the author's feedback on the NSE as well as visitor feedback on the
NMP, including how visitors perceived the produced experiences.
The Cultural Heritage Experiences through Socio-personal interactions and Storytelling (CHESS)
project aimed to research, implement and evaluate an innovative conceptual and technological
framework that will enable both the experiencing of personalised interactive stories for visitors of
cultural sites and the authoring of narrative structures by the cultural content experts. The
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evaluation involved 28 museum visitors and staff at the Acropolis Museum. While curators
considered CHESS a promising system for individualising museum messages, visitors felt interested
and keen on re-visiting, even those with no previous interest in it.
DST can promote psychological wellbeing in terms of satisfaction, inclusion and accessibility,
develop competencies for active citizenship - especially in terms of digital competencies - and
foster emotional engagement - especially in terms of desire to learn and sense of vitality.
DST could be incorporated into any museum narrative through every imaginable format museum
professionals deem feasible. Online, there is a great variety of free and licensed software that, also
combined with other technologies, can help produce DST. It is possible to choose those apps better
fitted to specific goals and the materials one's working with. DST is no longer technologically
challenging. However, when designing DST, one must weigh the costs of resources and strive to
make a balance between many parameters dependent on the museum's objectives and
constraints.
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4.2 Hands-on (tactile reproductions)
Hands-on in museums has proved to promote emotional engagement and learning for every kind
of visitor as it ensures accessibility and inclusivity.
At Tinkering Lab, a permanent exhibit at Chicago Children’s Museum, studies were conducted on 61
families with 6- to 8-year-old children to determine the impact of partially completed hands-on
exhibits in science museums on children’s motivation and engagement. The central question was
whether partially completed exhibits are more motivating for children than fully completed or
uncompleted exhibits. Findings showed that children preferred partially completed exhibits over
uncompleted exhibits. Hands-on activities are feasibly applied to Tinkering. However, the design of
exhibits and programs and the nature of children’s interactions with adults can determine if and to
what extent tinkering engenders participation in engineering practices such as testing and
redesign. Researchers and museum practitioners worked together using design-based research
methods to develop and test tinkering programs that could best support engineering learning. At
the science centre NEMO, a practical application of the Exploratory Behaviour Scale (EBS) was
directed at optimising parent guidance to improve preschoolers’ exploration of exhibits. Experiment
1, concerning 71 children, investigated which adult coaching style resulted in the highest level of
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exploratory behaviour at two exhibits. Experiment 2, concerning 75 children, investigated whether
informing parents about an effective way of coaching influenced preschoolers’ exploratory
behaviour at two exhibits. Findings demonstrated the added value of the EBS in visitor behaviour
research: compared to existing global measures of visitor interactivity, the EBS adds information
about the quality of the hands-on behaviour.
Hands-on activities can promote psychological wellbeing through inclusion and accessibility,
develop competencies for active citizenship - especially in terms of communication, collaboration,
critical thinking and creativity - and foster emotional engagement - especially in terms of interest,
motivation, desire to learn and sense of vitality.
Hands-on is primarily applied in Science museums. However, it can be adapted to any object.
Costs can vary depending on the materials involved but are generally modest or even null.
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4.3 Gamification
Gamification refers to the use of game elements and game-design techniques in non-game
contexts. Gamification is widely used in museum contexts for its ability to influence the decision of
visitors to attend museums; improve the learning experience; control and direct crowds.
Research conducted in some museums of the Baltic Sea Coast, the Lithuanian Sea Museum in
Klaipeda, Malmö Museums and the National Marine Fisheries Research Institute’s Gdynia Aquarium,
investigated the use of gamification to influence visitors. According to their findings, visitors stated
that the possibility of using a game app at the museum influenced their decision to visit the
cultural site. In a case study in Indonesia, it was found that gamification in museums improves
learning in museums since people are motivated by components such as “Quest” and
“Achievement” that activate their emotions and curiosity. Furthermore, gamification gives a clear
vision of what to learn during the visit.
In a further study at the Yo-Chang Art Museum in Taiwan in 2020, the visitor experience of two AR
paths was analysed: one with a gamification setting, and the other with a free navigation modality.
Results showed that visitors who used the gamification AR experience followed a more precise
route, thus indicating that gamification can be useful to control the flow of crowds.
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In a research conducted at the Silversmithing Museum in Greece, researchers pointed out that the
benefit of gamification is that it reduces the costs of hardware as it can be experienced on
smartphones and tablets.
Gamification can foster emotional engagement regarding increasing motivation.
The general costs are around 5.000 - 20.000 €, for 2D mobile games, but can reach up to 50.00 -
200.000 when the development is more complex and the game has more functionalities.
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5. Sensory-based Technologies

5.1 Heighten Sensory Awareness
Heighten Sensory Awareness is a technology that uses a Kinect motion-sensing controller,
projectors, and projection mapping software to display video and images within a space with
which a user can interact. The users can engage with the installation by moving, waving their
hands or touching the projection. It is used in museums to enhance the levels of engagement and
participation among the crowds.
A case study from the University of Hamburg and the University of South Australia, analysed user
interaction, user guidance and user collaboration of spatial augmented reality setups of 40 people.
Regarding the collaboration between two users, findings showed that this kind of experience
fostered communication and collaboration between visitors, even when the pair was composed of
two strangers.
Heighten sensory awareness can improve competencies for active citizenship such as
communication and collaboration.
Regarding the costs, they are similar to video projectors on walls (100 € to 2.600 €), to which the
costs of the Kinect system must be added. They range from 50 € to 4000 € (Microsoft Azure
Kinect).
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5.2 Gesture based technology
Gesture based interaction allows users to control a technical system with gestures, body, hands
and arms. It is adopted in museum contexts to augment the interactivity of the museum
experience
A case study conducted at the Baba Nyonya Heritage Museum in Malaysia investigated the
effectiveness of technological affordances (mixed and augmented reality techniques and gesture
recognition) upon the experiences of children and their families, focusing on how the installation
initiated engagement, discussion and reflection. From the pre-test and post-test surveys, user
observations and video analyses, it emerged that a highly interactive and multisensory experience
fosters engagement, reflection and discussion and provides learning gains.
Another research that took place at the Museum of Nature and Human Activities in Japan showed
similar results, where it was demonstrated by the word association method that 19 students of
elementary school acquired more knowledge in an immersive learning environment using their
body movements.
Gesture based technology can foster competencies for active citizenship such as critical thinking
and promote emotional engagement by encouraging participation.
The costs are similar to the heightened sensory awareness devices.
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5.3 Haptics
Haptic technology is used in museum contexts to communicate tactile information to museum
visitors; create greater engagement; provide new means of education; store existing historic
artworks for future generations; enable visitors to interact with digital replicas of their collection;
A case study conducted at the Monash University studied if haptic devices can enhance the
interaction between museum visitors and objects. 50 people from the University Campus
responded to a survey, which showed that haptics successfully enable greater interaction with the
sculptures in question.
Research led at the National Museum of Scotland and Orkney Archaeological Museum also
evaluated a haptic installation adopted in museums by investigating the subjective opinions of
visitors, the degree of engagement and the phenomenological experience. By gathering verbal and
written feedback, observing the public's behaviour and carrying out questionnaires, it was shown
that visitors agreed that the combination of visual and haptic cues gave a much better sense of
the object, and increased the sense of authenticity in comparison to just viewing it in its case.
Another case study that took place at Tate Britain in the UK studied the perception of haptic
technology in the context of a multisensory exhibition. The research team collected 2500
questionnaire-based feedback from 2500 visitors and conducted 50 interviews. Findings shed light
on the subjective experiences and reported positive impressions. In particular, the
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multi-sensoriality of the experience was described by visitors to allow stronger emotional reactions,
such as empathy.
According to the research conducted in Australia, haptic devices have been in existence for a
considerable amount of time. However, public exposure to haptic devices has been very limited,
with its implementation being mainly restricted to research environments. Content requirement,
functional requirement, comfort, experience and resistance are important factors to be considered
when developing and implementing the wearable AR application in the museum and art gallery
contexts.
Concerning their availability, there is an array of programmable haptic devices that are
commercially available, such as Phantom Omni by Sensable Technologies.
Haptics can foster emotional engagement by enhancing participation.
The price for this technology is around 19.577,35 euros.
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5.4 Smell artefacts
Nowadays, more than just presenting artefacts, museums are creating more participatory
experiences by incorporating multisensory effects, with even smells to immerse visitors in a more
realistic and complete experience. In fact, while smell may be the forgotten sense, many museums
are now starting to make use of its unusual psychological properties.
Visual stimuli activate different parts of our brain than smells, and when the two modalities are
artfully combined, interesting effects can be achieved. One example of an art installation with an
olfactory component was a gallery in which all the walls were covered by used $1 bills (Feldmann,
Guggenheim Museum New York, 2011). A reviewer of this exhibition remarked that “what sounds on
paper like a conceptual stunt or a riff on Warholian materialism becomes overpoweringly physical
in person, thanks to the smell of the used bills” (Rosenberg, 2011). A similar effect has been created
by filling a gallery with Christmas trees that were discarded after the holidays (Klara Lidén, S.A.D. [in
Klara Lidén: Pretty Vacant at Reena Spaulings Fine Art], New York, 2012). In both of these cases,
visual and olfactory stimuli complement each other, with the visual stimuli activating thought and
the olfactory stimuli eliciting emotions. Seeing 100,000 one-dollar bills pinned to the wall of a gallery
results in thoughts about materialism and the role of money in the art world. Smelling a room full of
money, however, is an unexpected and overpowering emotional experience. Similarly, seeing a
forest of dead pines and firs in a small gallery makes the visitor think about the wastefulness of
cutting down a tree to use it for a few days as decoration and then discard it. Smelling a forest of
Christmas trees, on the other hand, elicits positive emotions in many who have happy childhood
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holiday memories that are triggered by the smell. (Triggering vivid childhood memories is another
process at which smells are better than sights; see Herz and Cupchik, 1995.)
Although promising interesting results in terms of emotional engagement, olfactory exhibitions
should take into consideration the individuals who sit with the works during the museum
experience as placing scent in a gallery can generate intolerant reactions even when relatively
benign. A second challenge for scent art is to develop a conceptual framework. The limited
vocabulary for smell gives the impression that it is mainly a phenomenological experience, one
that lies before cultural conditioning or beyond the ability of language to encompass.
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6. Technologies for studying visitors’ emotions and preferences

6.1 A.I. for identifying visitors' behaviours and preferences
Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) comes in handy when personalising museum contents, which is pivotal
for enhancing the visitor experience. However, most museums do not offer this kind of service yet,
and even fewer museums focus on modelling visitor engagement to foster learning processes. 
Research on 85 visitors of interactive science museum exhibits used multimodal sensor
data—including eye gaze, facial expression, posture, and interaction log data— captured during
visitor interactions to induce predictive models of visitor dwell time. They also investigated machine
learning techniques (random forest, support vector machine, Lasso regression, gradient boosting
trees, and multi-layer perceptron) to induce multimodal predictive models of visitor engagement.
Results from a series of ablation experiments suggested that incorporating additional modalities
into predictive models of visitor engagement improves model accuracy. In addition, the models
showed improved predictive performance over time, demonstrating that increasingly accurate
predictions of visitor dwell time can be achieved as more evidence becomes available from visitor
interactions with interactive science museum exhibits.
Another research was based on a questionnaire study. It was administered to 105 visitors of a
Science and Technology Centre and examined the minimal features needed to identify visitor
personas. Findings showed museum visitors can be clustered by their visit motivation and
perceived success factors; these clusters are found to correspond both with Falk’s visitor
categorisation and a prior classification of exploration styles.
A.I., by helping in profiling personas, appears to support psychological wellbeing in terms of
satisfaction and self-esteem, the development of competencies for active citizenship - especially
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regarding critical thinking and digital competencies - and emotional engagement - especially
regarding interest, desire to learn and motivation.
Albeit promising results, A.I. is still little used for creating personas because of the costs and
competencies needed.
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6.2 Software Mezzini
Technology can help make on-site visits to museums much more satisfactory, by assisting visitors
during their experience. To this aim, it is necessary to monitor the active user and acquire
information about their behaviour. This information can be used for various purposes: to provide
visitors with personalised services such as recommendations of points of interest and additional
textual and multimedia content; to analyse the individual and social behaviour of visitors; to
improve artwork arrangement; to optimise visitors’ flow.
The University of Roma Tre proposed a novel approach to indoor tracking, which can represent a
promising and non-expensive solution for some critical issues. It relies on low-cost equipment (i.e.,
simple badges and off-the-shelf RGB cameras) and harnesses one of the most recent deep neural
networks (i.e., Faster R-CNN) for detecting specific objects in an image or a video sequence with
high accuracy. The accuracy of this system was tested through experimentation in a real scenario,
the “Exhibition of Fake Art” at Roma Tre University. 
This software, by helping in profiling personas, appears to support psychological wellbeing in terms
of satisfaction, the development of competencies for active citizenship - especially regarding
critical thinking and digital competencies - and emotional engagement - especially regarding
interest and desire to learn.
This solution is sustainable for museums as it uses low-cost equipment (i.e., off-the-shelf RGB
cameras) and requires the visitor to wear a simple badge, thus being non-intrusive.
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Cepeda-Pacheco, J.C., Domingo, M.C. (2022). Deep learning and Internet of Things for tourist attraction
recommendations in smart cities. Neural Comput & Applic, 34, pp. 7691–7709.
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6.3 Eye-tracking for mapping emotional responses during
museum visits
Eye-tracking can be used in museums to map the visitors' emotional responses and understand
how they watch museum objects. On these premises and by adopting different technologies, it is
possible to design: 1) explanations that consider the consumption pattern; 2) descriptions in
augmented reality, superimposed on the gaze, that enhance the visitor's emotional engagement;
3) individualised explanations.
Research at the Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago (MSI–Chicago) on 31 participants used
traditional survey-based measures partnered with innovative mobile eye-tracking technology. It
demonstrated how the conjunction of methods enriches insights into momentary, ephemeral
emotions experienced in naturalistic settings. Mobile eye-tracking technology can investigate
guests’ experiences of awe in museums by analysing visitors’ visual attention and examining
associations between visual attention and survey responses. It is therefore possible to highlight
relationships between how guests attend to features within an exhibit space (e.g., signage) and
their feelings of awe. The concurrent use of both methods sheds new light on exhibit design, and it
appears to help work in transdisciplinary multimethod teams to move scientific knowledge and
application forward.
At the Salzburg Museum, researchers investigated how to create effective visitor learning
experiences in contemporary museums through an analysis of visual attention. The findings reveal
that the physical context greatly influences the museum learning experience, and show significant
differences in attention and engagement levels across the exhibition’s elements.
eye-tracking can help detect psychological wellbeing in terms of satisfaction, develop
competencies for active citizenship - especially regarding activity and awareness - and foster
emotional engagement - especially regarding interest and desire to learn.
The cost of one piece of eye-tracking hardware is high and can vary by tens of thousands of euros,
resulting in different levels of precision and sampling rate. When choosing eye-tracking hardware,
it is fundamental to primarily consider the research objectives, even though the budget is an
important aspect: investing in a non-optimal eye tracker could end up costing you later in wasted
time, resources, and grant funding. Furthermore, measuring equipment must be calibrated, and
precise distances must be respected to collect reliable data, which is not always easy in museum
spaces.
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6.4 Smartwatch for mapping emotional responses during
museum visits
Smartwatch-based systems can facilitate museum gallery exploration, improve engagement,
strike a balance between personal and public interactions, and map emotional responses as they
can detect emotions directly as opposed to questionnaires.
Studies show that the user’s strong impression is related to the decrease in heart rate. In Japan, a
system that obtains the user's impressions by detecting their heart rate was developed, using a
smartwatch and mapping the detected impression on a map using Android API. The system was
implemented with an Android smartwatch, an Android tablet, and Google Map API. The evaluation
was carried out by showing the emotional arousal image to a subject on the Toyohashi University
of Technology campus. Findings confirmed that the user impressed places were mapped, and
showed a problem with the accuracy of the heart rate data.
Another research group created FieldGuide. Its design and implementation were evaluated with
twelve visitors in a natural history museum, proving that smartwatches can fit into a multi-display
museum environment.
Research at the Ningbo Museum (China) took the perspective of 503 consumers' behaviour,
focusing on the visit cycle (prospective, active, and reflective phases), based on the theoretical
foundations of the customer journey process model. Findings from the experimentation showed
that smart technologies influence the customer journey at all three phases, the most significant
being at the prospective and active phases, without neglecting the reflective one.
Smartwatches can help detect psychological wellbeing in terms of satisfaction and emotional
engagement - especially regarding interest and sense of vitality.
Smartwatches are the most widely adopted wearables after the activity tracker. Generally, they
provide almost the same functionality as a smartphone. However, most smartwatches’ energy
efficiency is still challenging without the gateway node due to the small form factor. Their cost can
range approximately from €20 to €500.
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6.5 Making visitors visual artefacts - selfies
Selfies, the art of taking pictures of oneself, emerged in the early 21st century in the media and
online culture, supported by communication and information technology with internet networks.
Since the application of two-sided cameras on cell phone products, selfies have become a global
phenomenon. It became a common practice even in museums, where it is used to better
understand visitors’ behaviour, establish a closer connection to the exhibited objects, provoke
emotions, co-create value and promote the museum content.
An investigation conducted in South Korea used computer vision to analyse visitors’ Instagram
pictures tracked by those related to the exhibition. The results showed that studying these images
and selfies is a useful tool for the museum to gain insights into the visitors’ behaviour, how they
interact with objects and what is valued by visitors.
In a research conducted at the National Gallery of Victoria, the activity of selfie-taking was
analysed through in field observations, netnography method and semi-structured interviews.
Findings showed that selfie-taking corresponds to co-creational consumer behaviour driven by
engagement with the objects displayed and the museum environment. The exhibits facilitate close
connections with the visitors, provoking emotions and allowing them to share their experiences on
social media platforms. The products they post are the results of this process of co-creation of
value and meaning, that democratises the museum environment.
Selfies can improve psycho-physical wellbeing in terms of self-identity; foster competencies for
active citizenship such as creativity; and foster emotional engagement promoting participation.
This technology is costless as visitors use their devices and post on social media open and
available to everyone.
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Possible technological applications to cultural
heritage for promoting wellbeing and health
Technologies are never the end result but just tools to convey a message and achieve objectives.
Promoting wellbeing, intended as psycho-physical wellbeing, competency in a democratic society,
emotional engagement and accessibility, makes it necessary to design a process in which
technologies are a resource to achieve the intended goals.
From the literature review conducted, no studies have explicitly stated their intention to investigate
ways to promote wellbeing and health in museums through technology. However, these
technologies foster, at different levels, learning processes, promote emotional engagement,
enhance cultural and physical accessibility, and, in general, aim to improve the user experience.
Indeed they are adopted to achieve one or more of these ends.

1. Possible technological applications to promote psycho-physical
wellbeing
While all the above-mentioned technologies differently improve the user experience,
psycho-physical wellbeing is especially enabled through:

1. Quick Response codes;
2. Augmented Reality;
3. Virtual Reality;
4. Digital Storytelling;
5. Audioguides;
6. Videoguides;
7. Virtual tours;
8. Hands-on (tactile reproductions);
9. 3D printings;
10. Virtual museums;
11. Gamification;
12. Gesture Based Technology;
13. Chatbots.

2. Possible technological applications to promote wellbeing in
terms of competencies for active citizenship
Those interested in lifelong learning and fostering active citizenship might usefully integrate these
technologies in their research projects as long as their design also includes the development of
transversal skills.
Among the above-mentioned technologies, those better suited to promote wellbeing in terms of
competencies for active citizenship are listed below:
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1. Quick Response codes;
2. Augmented Reality;
3. Virtual Reality;
4. Digital Storytelling;
5. 3D printings;
6. Audioguides;
7. VIdeoguides;
8. Virtual tours;
9. Hands-on activities;
10. Virtual Museums;
11. Blockchain;
12. Wall Projectors;
13. Robot Guide Interaction;
14. Gamification;
15. Heighten Sensory Awareness;
16. Making Visitors Visual Artefacts;
17. Gesture Based Technology;
18. Video Mapping;
19. Haptics;
20. Chatbots.

3. Possible technological applications to promote wellbeing in
terms of emotional engagement
The following technologies, even more so when combined with inclusive and collaborative
teaching methodologies, could boost emotional engagement:

1. Augmented Reality;
2. Virtual Reality;
3. 3D holographic projections;
4. Digital Storytelling;
5. 3D printings;
6. Audioguides;
7. Videoguides;
8. Virtual tours;
9. Hands-on activities;
10. Physical Visits Systems;
11. Virtual Museums.
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PR2.A2 - “Handbook on the use of technology for
inclusive educational activities in museum context”

Results 2 | Activity two
Title: Handbook on the use of technology for inclusive educational activities in museum context

Delivery September 2022

Leader /Co-Leader Zètema / Università degli Studi di Modena e Reggio
Emilia

Review October 2022

Copyright: This work was produced under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0
International License.

The creation of these resources has been funded by the ERASMUS+ grant program of the European
Union under grant no. 2021-1-IT02-KA220-HED-000031991.  Neither the European Commission nor
the project’s national funding agency are responsible for the content or liable for any losses or
damage resulting from the use of these resources.

Print
This publication is number PR2.A2 of the strategic collaboration founded by the ERASMUS+ grant
program of the European Union under grant no. 2021-1-IT02-KA220-HED-000031991 |
(https://piattaformaintellect.it/portale/index.php/outputs/)

PDF download
A full PDF version of the text is available and can be downloaded free of charge from the website:
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Mapping the technologies
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PR2.A3 - “Short report on evaluation and assessment
of museum-based activities for health and well-being
development through technology”

Results 2 | Activity three
Title: Short report on evaluation and assessment of museum-based activities for health and
well-being development through technology
Delivery September 2022

Leader /Co-Leader Università degli Studi di Modena e Reggio Emilia

Review October 2022

Copyright: This work was produced under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0
International License.

The creation of these resources has been funded by the ERASMUS+ grant program of the European
Union under grant no. 2021-1-IT02-KA220-HED-000031991.  Neither the European Commission nor
the project’s national funding agency are responsible for the content or liable for any losses or
damage resulting from the use of these resources.

Print
This publication is number PR2.A3 of the strategic collaboration founded by the ERASMUS+ grant
program of the European Union under grant no. 2021-1-IT02-KA220-HED-000031991 |
(https://piattaformaintellect.it/portale/index.php/outputs/)

PDF download
A full PDF version of the text is available and can be downloaded free of charge from the website:
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Introduction

The short report presented here is realised by UNIMORE and aims to identify which ICT can be used
in museum contexts to evaluate well-being and how they measure it.
The need to include assessment in the list of museum educational activities is undoubted.
Assessment allows feedback, which helps the understanding of museum experiences’ impact on
museum visitors: changes in behaviour, emotional perception, and adaptive measures might be
taken into consideration and adopted in the future to design and carry out similar and more
effective experiences.
The short report contributes to developing specific and updated research on the topic by analysing
the ICT evaluation of museum experiences that promote well-being and defining the most relevant
information on individual well-being that assessment technologies and tools can provide.
In this regard, it is worth noting that the definition of well-being here adopted is threefold and
based on the research carried out in PR2.A1. Therefore, the concept of well-being is articulated in
three main areas:

1. health sphere, i.e. in terms of psycho-physical well-being;
2. pedagogical field, i.e. in terms of competencies for active citizenship;
3. psychological field, i.e. in terms of emotional engagement.
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Methodology

This report builds upon a previous inquiry phase. Firstly, clusters of technologies able to foster
well-being were identified. Secondly, based on these clusters, relevant scientific papers were
selected according to common criteria previously established. Peer-reviewed and open-access
papers were selected, which have been published no longer than the last 20 years. Searches were
conducted on Google Scholar, Academia, Research Gate, ERIC, SCOPUS, and other sectoral
databases. The keywords adopted throughout the search activity were the following: the name of
the technology; museum; inclusion; health; wellbeing; inclusion; interventions; strategies; practices;
experiences; competencies; learning; emotions; education.
Thirdly, a content analysis was conducted on the selected papers by taking into account the
following: the technology itself; its current field(s) of application; case studies; the main focus of the
experience; costs. This step of the research was fundamental to identify best practices that
promote well-being and social inclusion through technologies and with particular reference to the
use of museum objects, transversal skills development and acquired knowledge.
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Findings

The selected papers illustrate case studies from Europe, the anglo-saxon and east-asian area.
ICTs are increasingly adopted in museum contexts to improve the general experience of visitors,
boost their emotional engagement, transfer new knowledge, and develop transversal skills that are
essential for active citizenship. These objectives are aligned with the threefold definition of
well-being adopted for this project. However, there is an evident gap in the literature concerning
the employment of ICT in museums for assessment purposes, which could also be related to the
widespread difficulty of museums in including evaluation systematically within their educational
programmes. Based on the objectives pursued and the results highlighted in the case studies
examined, most of the below-mentioned technologies have the potential to be used for evaluation
purposes.

1. ICTs for well-being evaluation in museum contexts
Data collection is fundamental for an evidence-based well-being evaluation. In the museum fields,
well-being evaluation and assessment could rely on a vast array of methods. Not only through
visitors self-reports, that usually depend on retrospective recollection, but also through new
technologies adopted in the museums contexts, as well as personal mobile technology, such as
smartphones and wearable sensors, that have the potential to capture an accurate picture of
visitors’ reactions when engaging in cultural activities. Momentary assessment through technology
gives the opportunity to look at how visitors' reactions vary over time, and could give insights into
how these reactions vary in different contexts.
According to the classification proposed by Areán et al. (2022), four  different types of data can be
usefully collected through ICT to assess the level of personal wellbeing:

● self report, that requires responses from the visitor;
● performance data, collected during a visitor performance when engaging in an activity;
● sensor data, that can be collected from sensors from various devices or wearable sensors;
● social media data collected by personal devices and Internet activity.

Self-report. These tools are the simplest methods of technology-based data collection and consist
of the delivery of standardised questionnaires over platforms or devices adopted in the museums,
whose softwares can be customised to implement them.
Performance data. When a visitor is engaging in a specific activity or task over an app or a device,
data on how they perform on that task can be collected. In mental health, the most common
performance-based assessment apps are those that deliver competencies and skills assessments
over game-like platforms. In general, it is possible to measure attention, concentration, and
working memory. As the visitors use the app/device, data is collected on the number of errors,
reaction time, and other task-based measures of performance.
Sensor data. sensors have the potential to collect a warehouse full of physiological, social,
emotional, and behavioural data: sensors embedded in smartphones or other mobile or fixed
devices can measure important functional behaviours, such as physical activity and physical
location. Wearable sensors can also detect physiological data, such as blood pressure, galvanic
skin response, heart rate, and respiration.
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Social media data. Social data collected from smartphones and other devices include a
combination of incoming and outgoing text frequency, length of texts, and number of people
contacted, as well as the content of public messages sent via social media (eg, Twitter). This data
can serve as a proxy for social connectivity.
Considering the aforementioned type of data collection through ICT, the following table
summarises which technology allows the specific assessment activity.

Types of data Technology

SENSOR DATA Virtual tours (if it involves Head Mounted
Display)

Radio beacons

Indoor GPS tracking systems

NFC TAGS

A.I. for identifying visitors' behaviours and
preferences

Software Mezzini

Eye-tracking for mapping emotional
responses during museum visits

Smartwatch for mapping emotional
responses during museum visits

SELF REPORT Videoguides

Information Totems

Augmented Reality

Virtual Reality

Virtual museums

Physical visits systems -Ipad on wheels

Robots

Wall projectors

Gamification

Heighten sensory awareness

Video mapping show
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Selfies

Gesture based technology

Haptics

Chatbots

Virtual tours

PERFORMANCE DATA Virtual tours (if the tour is gamified and
participants need to conduct tasks)

Audioguides

Videoguides

QR Code (NaviLens)

Information Totems

Augmented Reality

Virtual Reality

3D holographic projections (with gesture
interface and chatbots)

Physical visits systems -Ipad on wheels

Wall projectors

Heighten sensory awareness

3D Printings models (in those activities
that require visitor to engage with the
design technology)

Gamification

Robots

Gesture based technology

Haptict

Chatbots

Video mapping show
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Digital Storytelling (if the visitors are asked
to be editor of a story)

SOCIAL MEDIA DATA Digital Storytelling (if visitors are asked to
be editor of a story)

Selfies
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